
 

2020 COX PLATE 

Date Saturday, 24th October 

Track Moonee Valley (Race 9, 4:15pm local time) 

Class Group 1 

Distance 2040m 

Prizemoney $5,000,000 

Age / Sex / Conditions WFA 

Past Winners & Performances 

 

The Cox Plate, the highest calibre race of the year, and generally won by the best horse around (with exceptions), 

and it usually rates very high. Winx clocked a new high with her 131 in 2016 winning by 8L to Hartnell, then didn’t 

really handle the lightning fast track in 2017 but won anyway, beating HUMIDOR who “improved” for Darren Weir 

quite a lot that day. In 2018 her swansong and she went 123 beating BENBATL, who was very game in defeat, then 

high quality mare LYS GRACIEUX won it first up from Japan last year.  

  

about:blank


Speed Map 

 

I think the 3yo GRANDSLAM will go to the front here, and from the bad draw I am speculating that RUSSIAN 

CAMELOT will press on. There’s not much of a run to the first turn so he’ll need to jump well to do that, but he can 

get a pretty good run if they do. I think it’ll be moderately run to the 800m then the pressure will go on, especially if 

RUSSIAN CAMELOT is in the breeze as that would suit him best to make them all chase. The pattern will be really 

important by this time, impossible to know now how it will be playing then but I am anticipating the rail might well 

be chopping up and they’re getting home wider.  

Rated Market 

 

Even sort of race this year! No WINX or LYS GRACIEUX to dominate the market this time. ARMORY is a well 

performed northern hemisphere 3yo (4yo our age, same as RUSSIAN CAMELOT) who got to a high rating LST and if 

he can hold that first up in Aus he’ll be hard to beat. He has a slight issue now that he has had to be vetted today, 

though, and though he has passed that check that’s still some concern for him performing tomorrow, and as such I 

have penalised a little for that. RUSSIAN CAMELOT has an issue from the gate but if he can get over into the breeze 

he’ll be very hard to beat. The other OS runners in ASPETAR and the much-maligned SIR DRAGONET can both win 

too, while ARCADIA QUEEN will get a good run and should get the drop on them, she’s a solid chance. I think 

PROBABEEL can get the 2000m here and she’s a chance too, that’s about the race for me. I don’t like KOLDING, who 

has been backed, I think he’s a little bit off these.  

 



Betting Angles 

#12 ARMORY 0.8 units to win best price on the day – MIN PRICE $7 

#6 ASPETAR 0.5 units to win best price on the day 

#7 SIR DRAGONET 0.5 units to win best price on the day 

#5 MUGATOO 0.3 units to win best price on the day 

 

Runner Comments 

 

 


